
Introduction & Math Review 



1 of 2 main branches of Physical Science 
  Physical Science - includes the study of both matter 

    and energy in the physical universe 
 Two branches: 
  Physics 
  Chemistry 

 Physics - study of the nature of matter and energy;  
deals mainly with the concept of energy 
 study of physics started with the ancient  Greek 

philosophers 
 (Thales of Miletus, Democritus, Empedocles,  

Aristotle, Archimedes) 
 comes from the Greek word "Physikos” meaning  

"of nature” 
 
 
 



o Physics is everywhere; any problem that deals 

w/temperature, size, motion, position, shape, or 

color involves physics. 

 

 



Name Subjects 

mechanics motion and its causes 

thermodynamics heat and temperature 

vibrations & waves specific types of repetitive 
motion 

optics light 

electromagnetism electricity, magnetism, and 
light 

relativity Particles moving at any speed, 
including very high speed 

quantum 
mechanics 

Behavior of submicroscopic 
atomic particles 



 Physics uses mathematics as a powerful language. 

 Equations can be used to model a phenomenon. 

Example:  V = I R 

Voltage (V measured in volts,V) is a product of the 
Current, (I measured in amperes, A) and Resistance 

(R, measured in ohms, W) 

Questions? 

 What are the variables? 

 What do the variables represent? 

 What are the units for the variables? 

Variable  Represent  Unit 

  V  Voltage  V (volts) 

  I  Current      A (amperes) 

  R  Resistance     W (ohms) 
 

 



What is the resistance of a light bulb that 

has a 0.75 amperes current when plugged 

into a 120-volt outlet? 

 V= I R 

 120 V = 0.75 A (R) 

 R= 120V/0.75 A = 160 Ω 



 

 Hypothesis  
 a possible answer, based on background information available. 

 provides a plan or model for investigation or experimentation. 

 Controlled experiment – an experiment involving the 
manipulation of a single variable or factor. 

 Independent variable- the quantity that is 
manipulated by the experimenter in an 
experiment in order to determine its effect on 
another quantity 

 Dependent variable- the quantity that is being 
measured; the experimenter tries to determine how 
the dependent variable is affected by changes in the 
independent variable.  

 Data Collection 

 Analysis 

 Conclusion 
 

 



When graphing the 
results of an 
experiment, the 
independent 
variable is graphed 
on the horizontal 
axis, and the 
dependent variable 
is graphed on the 
vertical axis. 0
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 Metric System (SI System) 

 "SI" from French phrase "Le Syste'me International d' Unite's“ 

 adopted internationally in 1960 

 decimal system of measurement in which all units are based on 
multiples of 10 

 AKA "MKS" System (meter, kilogram, second) 

 Base Units: used along w/various laws to define additional 
units (7 of these base units) 

 Meter - (m) unit of length defined as the distance light travels in a 
vacuum in the time of 1/299,792,458 s 

 Kilogram - (kg) unit of mass defined to be the mass of a standard 
cylinder of platinum-iridium alloy 

 Second - (s) unit of time defined as the time needed for 
9,192,631,770 wave cycles to occur by Cesium-133 atoms in an 
atomic clock 



Derived Units – combinations of the base units 
 Ex. Velocity   (m/s), Ex. Density  (g/cm3) 

 
SI Base Units of Measurements 

Dimension Unit Symbol 

Length Meter m 

time Second S 

mass Kilogram Kg 

current Ampere A 

temperature Kelvin K 

luminous intensity candela cd 

amount of a 
substance 

Mole mol 





Since any quantity, such as length, can be measured in 
several different units, it is important to know how to 
convert from one unit to another (ft, m, in, cm, mi) 

Ex. The highest waterfall in the world is Angel  

Falls in Venezuela, with a total drop of 979.0 m.  

What is this in feet? (1m =3.281ft) 
        979.0 m   3.281ft   =   3,212 ft             

                             1 m 

 
 

Ex. Express speed limit of 65mi/hr in m/s? 

 

65 mi    5280 ft     1 m          1 hr      1 min   = 29 m/s 

   1 hr       1 mi      3.281 ft   60 min     60 s 

 

   



 Mathematical method of converting units using conversion 
factors 
 Conversion factor-is a fraction equaling one; that is, a fraction 

with equivalent units in the numerator and denominator. 
 

 
 

 Dimension - used to refer to physical nature of a quantity and 
type of unit used to specify it (Dimension = Unit)  

 In physics, dimension refers to the type of quantity 
being measured. 

 used to check mathematical relations for the 
consistency of their dimensions 

 For example: 
 Both the height of a building and the distance from here to 

Dallas have the dimension of length, though they are usually 
measured in different units. 

 
 



 in any conversion, if the units do not combine 
algebraically to give the desired result, the conversion 
has not been carried out properly 

 

 Suggestions: 

write down all units in calculations 

 treat all units as algebraic quantities 

use appropriate conversion factors 

check your work by verifying units 
 

 



            9,655.59 + 503.81= 10,159.4 m 

Vesna Vulovic survived the longest fall on record without a 
parachute when her plane exploded and she fell 6 miles, 
551 yards. What is this distance in meters? 
551 yd    3 ft         1 m     =  503.81 m 
               1 yd      3.281 ft 
6 mi    5280 ft      1 m    =  9,655.59 m 
              1 mi      3.281 ft 
 
 
A speed of 515.2 kilometers per hour is the highest 
recorded train speed on any national rail system. It was 
achieved in France.  Express this speed in miles per hour. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
515 km     1000 m     3.281 ft      1 mi     =   320.15  mi/hr 
   1 hr          1 km            1 m       5280 ft 
 
 
 



The largest diamond ever found had a size of 3106 
carats. One carat is equivalent to a mass of 0.200 g. Use 
the fact that 1 kg (1000 g) has a weight of 2.205 lb 
under certain conditions, and determine the weight of 
this diamond in pounds. 
 
 
 
How many seconds are there in (a) one hour and thirty- 
five minutes and (b) one day? 

3106 carats   0.200g    2.205 lb =  1.37 lb  
  1 carat      1000g  

  

95 min    60 sec    =     5,700 sec   
       1 min 
 
  1 day      24 hr     60 min     60 sec      =  86,400 sec 
                1 day 1 hr     1 min 



The following are dimensions of various physical 
parameters that will be discussed later on in the text. 
Here [L], [T], and [M] denote, respectively, dimensions 
of length. time, and mass. 
  Dimension     Dimension 

Distance (x) [L]  Acceleration (a) [L] /[T]2 

Time (s) [T]  Force (F)  [M][L] /[T]2 

Mass (m) [M]  Energy (E)  [M][L]2 /[T]2 

Speed (v) [L]/[T] 

Which of the following equations are dimensionally  
correct? 
(a) F = ma 
(b) x = ½ at2 

(c) E = ½ mv 

(d) E = max 
(e) v = √Fx/m 



(a) F = ma 

(b) x = ½ at2 

(c) E = ½ mv 

 

a) [M][L] /[T]2 = [M] ([L] /[T]2)     correct 

 

d) [M][L]2 /[T] 2 = [M] ([L] /[T]2) ([L])  correct 

 

e) [L]/[T] = √ [M][L]/[T]2 ([L]) / [M]     correct 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(d) E = max 
(e) v = √Fx/m 



The mass of the parasitic wasp Caraphractus cintus can 
be as small as 5 X 10-6 kg. What is this mass in (a) grams (g), 
(b) milligrams (mg), and (c) micrograms (µg)? 
 
 
5 x 10-6 kg    1000 g   = 5 x 10-3 or .005 g 
    1 kg 
5 x 10-6 kg   1000 g    1000 mg  =  5 x 100 or 5 mg 
               1kg           1 g 
5 x 10-6 kg    1000g    1,000,000 µg  = 5 x 103 or 5,000 µg 
               1kg  1 g 
 
 
 
 
 

  



The depth of the ocean is sometimes measured in 
fathoms (I fathom = 6 feet). Distance on the surface of 
the ocean is sometimes measured in nautical miles (I 
nautical mile = 6076 feet). The water beneath a surface 
rectangle 1.20 nautical miles by 2.60 nautical miles has 
a depth of 16.0 fathoms. Find the volume of water (in 
cubic meters) beneath this rectangle.   (l x w x d) 

2.60 n mile   6076 ft      1 m  =  4,815m   
                        1 n mi    3.281 ft 

1.20 n mile   6076 ft      1 m    = 2,222m   
                        1 n mi    3.281 ft 

16.0 fathoms   6 ft         1 m    = 29.3m   
                        1 fath.  3.281 ft 
 
4,815m(2,222m)(29.3m) = 3.13 x 108 m3 

(2.60 n mile) 

(1
.2

0
 n

 m
ile

) 

(16.0 fathoms) 



Accuracy – how close a measured value is to the 

true or accepted value of the quantity being 

measured 

 

 Precision – the degree of exactness with which a 

measurement is made to other measurements, 

be reproduced over and over 



 The following students measure the density 

of a piece of lead three times. The density of 

lead is actually 11.34 g/cm3. Considering all 

of the results, which person’s results were 

accurate? Which were precise? Were any both 

accurate and precise? 

 

 a. Rachel: 11.32 g/cm3, 11.35 g/cm3, 11.33 g/cm3 

 b. Daniel: 11.43 g/cm3, 11.44 g/cm3, 11.42 g/cm3 

 c. Leah: 11.55 g/cm3, 11.34 g/cm3, 11.04 g/cm3 

 



One way to express the precision of a 
measurement is to use significant figures or digits. 

 Significant figures or digits are those digits in a 
measurement that are known with certainty plus 
the first digit that is uncertain. =(valid digits) 

 They are also called sig figs or sig digs. 

 Suppose you use a meter-stick to measure a pen, 
and you find that the end of the pen is just past 
14.3 cm.  

 This measurement has three valid digits: two you 
are sure of(14), and one you estimated(3). The 
valid digits in a measurement are called 
significant digits. The last digit given for any 
measurement is the uncertain digit 



All nonzero digits are significant. 
Zeroes between other nonzero digits are 

significant. 
Zeroes in front of nonzero digits are not 

significant; they are placeholders. 
Zeroes at the end of a number and to the 

right of the decimal point are significant. 
Zeroes at the end of a number but to the 

left of the decimal are not significant, 
but are important as placeholders, unless 
you are told they are measured.   



 Leading zeros are never significant. 0.003  {1} 
 Imbedded zeros are always significant. 

5.00305 {6} 
 Trailing zeros are significant only if the 

decimal point is specified. 30 (no)  {1}  , 30. 
(yes) {2} 

 
Hint: Change the number to scientific notation.  

It is easier to see.  

 



 3.0025 

 .0008 

 .0430 

 4500 

 

 

 

(5), (1), (3), (2) 

 

 

 



 In addition and subtraction, the answer 

should have the same number of digits to 

the right of the decimal as the 

measurement with the smallest number 

of digits to the right of the decimal. 

 In multiplication and division, the final 

answer should have the same number of 

significant figures as the measurement 

with the fewest number of significant 

figures. 



 72.4 +36.73 

 80.1 + 23  

 26 x .0258 

 15.3 / 1.1 

 

 

 

 

(109.13= 109.1), (103.1 = 103), (0.6708= 0.67), 

(13.90909 = 14.0) 

 

 



 When rounding off numbers to a certain 
number of significant figures, do so to 
the nearest value.  

 example: Round to 3 significant 
figures: 2.3467 x 104 (Answer: 2.35 x 
104) 

 example: Round to 2 significant 
figures: 1.612 x 103 (Answer: 1.6 x 103) 

 What happens if there is a 5? There is 
an arbitrary rule: 

 If the number before the 5 is odd, 
round up. 

 If the number before the 5 is even, let 
it be. 



 Three trigonometric functions are used (sine, cosine, 

tangent) of the angle θ (theta) 

 For a right triangle: 

 sin θ = ho / h 

 cos θ= ha / h 

 tan θ = ho /ha 

 

   h = length hypotenuse 

   ho = length opposite θ 

   ha = length adjacent θ 

 



Ex. On a sunny day, a tall building casts a shadow that is 
67.2 m long. The angle between the sun's rays and the 
ground is θ = 50.0ο. Determine the height of the 
building? 
  
 



Ex. On a sunny day, a tall building casts a shadow that is 
67.2 m long. The angle between the sun's rays and the 
ground is θ = 50.0ο. Determine the height of the 
building? 
 U: ho 

 G: ha= 67.2 m 
      θ = 50.0 ο 
 E: tan θ = ho/ha 

 S: ha (tan θ) = ho 

 
 

 S = (67.2 m) (tan 50.0 ο) = (67.2 m)(1.19) = 80.0 m 
 
*The choice of which side of the triangle to label ho 

(opposite) and which side to label ha (adjacent) can be 
made ONLY after the angle θ is identified. 
 
 



• Inverse trigonometric functions are used when two sides 
   are known but θ is NOT KNOWN 
  θ = sin-1 (ho/h) or arc sin 
  θ = cos-1 (ha/h) or arc cos 
  θ = tan -1 (ho/ha) or arc tan 

• Pythagorean Theorem -relationship among lengths of 
   three sides of a right triangle 
 

   h2 = ho
2 + ha

2 



 Ex. A lakefront drops off gradually at an angle θ.  For 
safety reasons, it is necessary to know how deep the lake 
is at various distances from the shore. To provide some 
information about the depth, a lifeguard rows straight  
out from the shore at distance of 14.0 m & drops a 
weighted fishing line. By measuring the length of the line 
the depth is determined to be 2.25m. (a) what is θ?  (b) 
depth at distance of 22.0 m from the shore? 



  
 
 
  
  
 
 U: θ and d 
 G. ha = 14.0 m (part a) 
      ho = 2.25 m (part a) 
                ha = 22.0 m (part b) 
 E: part a: θ = tan -1 (ho/ha) 
                part b: tan θ = ho/ha 

 S:  a) θ = tan-1 = (2.25 m /14.0m) = 9.13ο 

                b) tan (9.13ο) = ho /22.0 m 
                    ho = 22.0 m (tan 9.13ο) = 3.54 m 

14.0 m

2.25m

22.0 m

d


